
2022 MRA Coastal Boat Usage 
TO: MRA clubs 

For 2022 the two coastal doubles will initially be at Pinawa, but accessible to all clubs. If the boats are 
not being used for a MRA event or are booked by another club, the boats can be used as follows: 

1. Launch and return to the Pinawa club or wherever the boats are located for a private row. 
2. Used in Pinawa or wherever the boats are located in conjunction with local rowers and other 

boats.  
3. Transported to another location within Manitoba and NW Ontario. The boats could be away for 

single or multi-day usage. Note that MRA does not currently own a trailer to carry coastal boats 
although is working to acquire one. Relocating the boats is an effort and we encourage clubs to 
minimize transportation. 

How to Book the Boats 
• Request goes initially to Allison, MRA ED 
• Organizer must have attended the Introduction to Coastal Clinic event held in Pinawa on 17 July 

2021 or a similar clinic planned for 2022. 
• Please provide a summary of your plans, including potential transportation.  

o Once MRA owns a coastal boat trailer, this must be used to transport the boats. 
o Until the trailer is acquired, each boat can be cartopped. Initial loading must be done in 

coordination with someone who has previously loaded the boats – this will be 
coordinated through Allison and instructions will be provided. 

• Clubs must bring their own oars and PFDs. 
• Allison with connect the organizer with Pinawa Rowing Club to coordinate access to the 

boathouse or wherever the boats are located.  

Coastal Boat and Rowing Tips 
Rowing coastal boats is similar to rowing fine or flatwater boats. There are a few significant differences. 

Car Topping 
Until a trailer is available, each double can be transported on a roof rack. This is not easy to do and the 
boats are very susceptible to wind. The first time that a club transports them, they must load the boats 
under the supervision of someone who has done it before. Note:  

• Ensure that the car/truck has a “real” rack 
• Take oarlocks off 
• Tie/secure the rigggers well 
• Need 2-3 people to lift 

Boat Management 
• The boats might look robust, but they are susceptible to damage and are expensive and must be 

treated with care. Treat them like a Hudson or a Fluid. 



• The hulls should generally only touch water or the trolley that they are stored and can moved 
on. 

• They should only touch land if they have been lifted and placed there.  
• Do not store them in the sunlight as the UV light can damage the boat. If you are storing 

outside, cover with a tarp. 
• If something is valuable or you like it, and can either float away or sink, tie it on. Waterproof 

sacks can easily clip onto the riggers. 
• Assume everything in the boat, including you, will get wet.  

Launching and Landing 
Do NOT treat these boats like a cheap plastic kayak or canoe, ramming them onto the beach when 
landing, or trying to launch when the hull is touching sand.  

The following tips are essential for launching and landing in surf or participating in a beach sprint. They 
are good practices to get accustomed to, even if you are launching and landing when it is dead calm. 
Practice in good conditions so that actions are automatic during rough conditions. These are the key 
differences for wet launches/landings in coastal boats from leaving from a dock in a fine boat. 

1. ALWAYS launch and land perpendicular to the beach. Never be parallel even though the waves 
and current will try to push you that way. The reason is that when you are parallel to the beach 
you are parallel to the waves which will control the boat and topple it onto you with bad 
consequences.  

2. Get in from opposite sides in the double. Always. If you are both trying to enter from the same 
side especially quickly the boat becomes too unbalanced. 

3. Get in one at a time. When launching bow gets in first, stern last. When landing, bow jumps out 
first, steadies the boat and stern exists on the opposite side. Communication is key. Say what 
you are about to do then do it. 

4. If there is surf pushing you in when launching, bow is already rowing the moment stern has 
safely entered.  

5. If surf is pushing you in when landing, bow jumps out first, stops the boat so that stern can exit 
and help carry it out of the water. 

Rowing 
Again, these are tips that are especially applicable when rowing on seas or the ocean, but could apply to 
big lakes. Row it with a fine boat with these key differences. 

Two golden rules 
1. NEVER STOP ROWING WHEN THINGS GO SIDEWAYS. Especially if conditions are rough and 

waves are crashing into the boat and over you. This is counter-intuitive. In a fine boat we are 
used to stopping to figure out what is happening. In big water with waves, swells and current, 
you only control the boat when the oars are in the water. The second you stop rowing, the 
water now controls you. It will instantly turn you the wrong way against the waves. You are 
more likely to flip if you stop than if you keep rowing. 

2. Hand heights are irrelevant. The boats can handle great discrepancy in this. What matters is that 
your blade is in the water whenever you are taking a stroke, not catching air. Just like in #1, if 
your blade is not in the water, then the water is controlling you and the boat. 



Other pointers 
1. Row with proper water shoes, no flipflops. The footstraps are like an erg so bare feet, sandals or 

socks are all bad ideas.  
2. In a beach sprint or bad conditions you may get into the boat and have to row right away 

without time to fuss to make settings just perfect.  

 

 


